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SOMETIMES YOU CAN
BE AN INSPIRATION,
SOMETIMES YOU CAN
BE A LESSON. EITHER
WAY THERE IS LOTS TO
LEARN FROM OTHERS.
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DINI MARTINEZ
ABOVE: Nature will always surprise. Three Category 4 storms in the Pacific in 2015.

WHEN asking sailors for their most
dangerous moment on board, it is
not unlikely to get a response like Brian’s.
He has cruised halfway around the
world for the past seven years: “in our
18 day crossing of the Pacific the biggest
problem was half way our ice-maker died.”
Having said that, sometimes disaster
strikes. Most can be avoided by careful
preparation of both boat and crew. Thus, this
sharing of scary stories is not to discourage
you from sailing, but to allow you to prepare
thoroughly and realistically for the worst,
while anticipating and planning for the best.

STORMS AND WIND CHANGES
Perfect storm stories are what usually
attracts attention at the yacht club.
The reality is bad weather is one of
the dangers most easily avoided and
prepared for.
There are a few hardcores who delight
in being caught in the eye of a cyclone,
like professional delivery skipper, author
and sail-trainer, John Kretschmer.
However, most cruisers have safely

sailed the world, or parts of it and never
encountered any named storms.
In one of Papua New Guinea’s most
remote islands, the couple on Temaya
almost lost their boat twice within 24
hours. The first escape from a sudden lee
shore saw them caught with the thick,
local mooring line wrapped around their
propeller, only feet away from a reef. With
the help of their own mooring line and
after more than an hour of untangling,
cutting, diving, slamming waves, twisting
and turning the folding prop they finally
managed to escape disaster.
Guided by a local through the uncharted
territory, they anchored reluctantly near a
coral reef on the other side of the narrow
island. During their land excursion the next
morning the wind changed once again,
pushing their yacht dangerously close to the
reef. This time the anchor line was trapped.
With lots of careful motor-manoeuvring
they once more managed to get away,
this time without looking back, off to
another island.
Ray from historic vessel Vega, sums it up,
“getting stuck on a lee shore is a bitch!”

INSUFFICIENT LOCAL INFORMATION
A Russian live-aboard sailing family,
recounts one of their first sails on a
South-African custom-built catamaran.
In the absence of a pilot book, they were
heading to what on the chart looked like
a well-protected small bay with narrow
entrance to keep the building waves out.
Upon arriving, they realised it was an
abandoned container dock. With walls
higher than their mast all around, docking
was not an option. Navigating back out
through breaking waves and unlit lobster
pots at dusk appeared just as impossible.
A mix of luck, despair and alertness had
Dennis catch a short moment of slightly
calmer seas. He went full speed ahead
while his partner guided him past lobster
pots. Several hours later and still shaking,
they limped back into their marina.
Docking the boat in 50+ knots of wind
seemed like a breeze.
They kissed the ground and set off the
next day to continue with a new pilot book
and updated charts what now has been
close to a decade of sailing.
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RESCUED AT SEA

OPPOSITE PAGE:
Storm front near Punta
del Este. Always keep a
weather eye;
BELOW: Reef early, a
catamaran sailing into
a storm in Key West,
Florida, USA.
BOTTOM: A collision at
sea can ruin your day
and your boat.

To cut a long story short, during a delivery
from Italy to Spain, worst winds and sea
conditions combined were too much for a
new Jeanneau 50 and a crew neither familiar
with the boat, nor with one another.
Sails tore, lines flew left, right and
centre. One wrapped around the rudder
shaft. The forces at hand were enough
to rip the shaft out which caused a rapid
water intake no pumps could possibly
keep up with. A mayday call alarmed the
Italian coast guard who arrived just as the
last crew stepped onto the liferaft and the
Jeanneau disappeared under the surface
of the sea.

As if this was not enough, the biggest
challenge turned out to be getting on
board the rescue boat. Rolf describes it as
seizing that split of a second moment when
he saw the safety rope thrown towards
him. He jumped in the water to grab it.
As he gazed up all he could see was the
lifted stern of their vessel high on top of
a massive wave with the powerful engine
propeller turning through white foam. It
was a matter of being chopped apart into
shark food within a split-second or making
it into relative safety.
Luckily, all crew were saved. Subsequently,
each of them took great care in choosing
both boat and skipper when heading out
again, even for the shortest of sails.

FIRE ONBOARD
Elizabeth tells a story about fires. Wind
caught the tail end of a kitchen roll, blew
it onto the flame of the stove and: “bingo!
Galley fire!”
Luckily a nearby blanket, which one of the
children had been playing with, smothered
the fire within seconds. She never keeps
kitchen roll in the galley again.
It does not have to be gas, of course.
Electrical fires account for more than half
of all boat fires according to a recent article.
Numerous responses to a survey I
conducted for this article highlight the
different ways electricity has started
fires: melting batteries close to explosion;
engine electrics sparking while offshore;
lightning; failed shore-power connections;
overloaded systems; the list went on.
The story with the worst ending
commenced on Friday the 13th! A
windless, sunny morning in the Sea of
Cortez, Ed and Annette’s Sandpiper was
fuelled up, ready for a 250 mile voyage.
Forty miles offshore and several hours
later, smoke came up the companionway.
After shutting down the engine and
battery mains, an inspection revealed a
small fire at the foot of the quarter aft
berth. A nearby BC type fire extinguisher
smothered the fire quickly. Within a
minute the fire returned twice as big.
Another extinguisher was used.
The boat was beginning to fill with
carbonate powder and smoke making it
impossible to breathe below. Then the fire
began again, engulfing the whole quarter
berth in flames. The third fire extinguisher
failed to work, despite a recent check.
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The crew were forced up into the cockpit
where they struggled to deploy the life raft
and dinghy. Shortly after, the fire crept up
the companionway and with a “roar, like an
explosion the entire dodger, bimini cover
and side sunshades ignited into flames.”
With no other choice and barely five
minutes after noticing the first fire, the
couple jumped into the shark-infested
waters with second and third degree flash
burns. Thanks to the air pocket in the
dinghy’s rigid fiberglass bottom and a few
fenders they survived until a local fishing
boat rescued them 90 minutes later.
They believe the cause of the fire was
a failure of the asbestos shielding above
the turbo situated atop the diesel engine,
under a wooden hatch board and mattress.
Ed also thinks that had they used water
to extinguish this alleged Class A fire, the
flames would not have reignited and their
boat might not have sunk.

COLLISION AND SINKING
On average over 1,000 containers every
year drop into the ocean and pose a real
danger over which you have no control.

“DURING A LIFE AT SEA, THE HIGHS ARE HIGHER AND THE LOWS
ARE LOWER. THUS, PLAN FOR THE BEST AND BE PREPARED FOR
THE WORST.”
Daniel was sailing solo in a 50’
catamaran from Samoa to Tahiti when,
at 3am on a moonless night, he ran over
a mostly submerged container, 300nm off
Bora Bora. “The cat was launched skyward
then plunged under, completely filling
both hulls with warm, tropical seawater.
“Decks awash, no electricity, diesels
and fuel tanks full of water, sails in
irons, freshwater tanks contaminated,
food stores other than canned goods
destroyed, no radio or GPS or even nav.
lights. Dead in the water, in the dark.”
Two and a half months later he limped
into Tahiti.
Without much experience themselves,
sailing friends of ours hired two professional
delivery skippers to help them sail their new
42’ Lagoon from Southern France to Greece.
During a night sail just off the Croatian coast,
the furling mainsail got jammed during a
reefing attempt. It was pitch black outside.

Lorenzo noted on the chartplotter that
they were getting uncomfortably close to
land. None of the two skippers, busy with
the sail, paid any attention until a sudden
shudder and “horribly loud bang” brought
the boat to an abrupt stop. All they could see
in front was a big black wall of solid rock.
Later they found a gym ball size hole
through one of the bows. The port forward
skipper cabin completely flooded within
seconds. However, the bulkhead prevented
any water from entering the rest of the boat.
They limped into the nearest Croatian
yard to spend what was going to be their first
cruising season fixing up their sad-looking cat.
Keith and Lea blog in detail about the
time when their yacht Tientos slid onto an
unmarked reef in Indonesia. They were
stuck and the waves were building with an
approaching storm. When trying to deploy
an anchor to kedge off, both dinghy and
outboard got swamped.
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Plan B had them put out a fruitless
pan-pan. They were pondering about Plan
C when a small fishing boat saved the
situation, deploying the spare CQR 300
metres away. Keith recalls, “while I was
deliberating which of my grandchildren
to give them, they just waved and left.“
Joe, who has been sailing the Med. with
his family on their 38’ catamaran for a
year, ran into an uncharted fish farm in
the middle of the night. The massive metal
rings were fastened to thick metal chains
leading to buoys just below the surface.
“It was really disturbing to go from six
to zero knots in a second. A direct hit,
instead of the actual glancing blow off our
port side, would have been catastrophic.”
Earlier this year, Canadian singlehander Allan Tweten, 56, was observing
another day dawning over the Sea of
Cortez in the cockpit of his Chinook 37
Sea Boa, when he was thrown forward
by a violent blow to his sloop’s underbody.
A quick look over the side confirmed that
his yacht had been struck by a whale. The
four electric pumps were incapable of
keeping up with the inflow of water.
Thus the experienced sailor launched
his inflatable dinghy, placing in it his

liferaft, ditch bag, EPIRB, satellite phone
and other essentials shortly before Sea
Boa slipped below the surface. Unable to
attract the attention of a nearby cruising
boat with seven flares, Allan sat off his
EPIRB followed by sat-phone calls to his
sons. An hour and a half later a Mexican
Navy SAR unit arrived. He was glad he
had kept his EPIRB contact information
up to date.
Carly and her family got trapped in sea
ice in Arctic Greenland for two days. They
almost had to beach the boat to stop it
from being crushed.
After fighting the ice for about six hours
in the middle of the night, with 24 hours
sunlight, they were lucky to find another
lead out. Otherwise a call for an air rescue
might have been their last hope.
The silver-lining: “we were with two other
boats so at least our nerves had company.”

GEAR AND SYSTEM FAILURE
A boat’s systems and gears are
constantly exposed to one of the most
hostile environments.
A classic of Murphy’s Law is Sara’s story.
They lost their mast in the middle of the

Pacific, 300 miles from the closest inhabited
island, when they realised that there were
only six minutes left on the sat-phone.
After three years of living on board
our boat with a baby and a toddler, we
experienced our worst moment by far
when half way into a calm and sunny
day sail the floorboards were lifted up by
streaming water. One of the through-hulls
had failed and the bilge pumps could not
possibly keep up with the water intake.
Luckily we managed to plug and triplesecure the hole and made it, shaking yet
safely, to the next Greek island.
When several other boats started dragging
in that anchorage the next day, it felt, in
comparison, like a breezy situation to manage.

CREW FAILURES
Somehow unexpectedly, most of the almost
hundred replies to this article’s survey
referred to some kind of crew failure:
people with boats and chartplotters but no
clue about rules of the road; drunken jetski drivers breaking ribs; egos, etc.
Both Anders and Ian summed it up:
“a broken boat can be fixed, a crew that
cannot get along cannot fix anything.”

BELOW: Make certain
every crewmember
knows how to react
in a man-overboard
situation.

Ron, a delivery skipper who often takes
owners on board, has seen it all: electrical
problems, severe weather, lightning storms,
shredded mainsail; even being holed a
couple of times. Nevertheless, his biggest
scare is crew panic, “why people want to
jump off their boat at the first sign of trouble
into a dinghy or liferaft is beyond me.
“And when they are in panic mode it is
hard to get them to settle down and work
out the problem.”
Robin has a story that teaches us to
expect the unexpected: “my most dangerous
moment aboard was when the boat was
on ‘the hard’ and I was standing on the lee
hull discussing painting the deck with nonskid paint. I slipped and fell four metres.
The concrete is fine. My hip was not.”
Leslie and her husband were sailing in
the Chesapeake when his kidney stones
decided to move in the middle of the night.
The nearest hospital was across the bay.
She made him drink bottles of water which
finally alleviated the pain.
Our long-term cruising friends on their
Hylas 44 were well prepared for most
medical emergencies. But when disaster
struck, they were also simply lucky.
When their three-year-old fell down the
companionway and blood started pouring
out from just above her eyebrows they
jumped in their dinghy in search for a doctor.
The crew of the 11th of eleven boats
on that calm, sunny day in a secluded
Aegean anchorage consisted of two
emergency doctors who immediately
pulled out their professional kit and
stitched the girl’s forehead.
Sleep deprivation and the related state
of exhaustion is probably one of the

most underestimated dangers at sea. In
recreational cruising, especially during
longer passages, it is quite common to go
for longer periods on end with only few
hours of consecutive sleep each night.
Once crew are exhausted, the capacity
to think clearly and manage tricky
situations adequately vanishes. This then
tends to lead to all sorts of other problems,
some of which Linus describes in their
book ‘Slow boat to the Bahamas’, including
almost hitting a channel marker; carbon
monoxide poisoning; or wrapping
a propeller in a narrow channel.
Jenna’s experienced son once took the
sunrise watch when her husband suddenly
woke up with a sinking feeling that
something was wrong. Their teenager
was asleep at the helm while the autopilot
was steering straight into the nearest land,
only four miles off.

IS THIS THE END?
All of the above stories come from active
or recent cruising sailors. None of it is
intended to cause unnecessary fear, nor
to judge or shame.
All of it has been kindly shared so we
can learn from each other’s mistakes.
One of the most remarkable things to
bear in mind is that when something bad
happens, it is usually a chain of events and
errors that inevitably snowball.
Maybe these real stories are also a good
way to balance out the beautiful sunset
pictures, fairy-tale YouTube videos and
1001 fantastic cruising blogs out there.
During a life at sea, the highs are higher
and the lows are lower. Thus, plan for the
best and be prepared for the worst.
Do not forget to put things into
perspective for the fearful ones left
at home: chances of being caught in a
road accident are still vastly higher than
something disastrous happening at sea. ≈

DINI MARTINEZ
Dini has lived 3 years with her family
on their Moody 425 cruising the Med.
Currently they are back in Sydney for baby #3 break,
before hitting the Caribbean and the Pacific before
too long. More on their journey and yoga events
Dini runs worldwide: SailingYogaFamily.com.
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LEFT TO RIGHT: Not
the best situation
to find yourself in;
Involve all the crew
in planning and
navigating the cruise,
noting where danger
spots may occur.

This can happen to anyone suffering
exhaustion, regardless of age. Iain also
woke up once to find his crew asleep on
watch. With no trust left, he spent the
rest of the crossing utterly sleep deprived.

